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Summer is almost here, and with it
that much needed and long awaited
summer holiday. With all the summer
styles in store now it is time to get
shopping for those perfect outfits.
Top Fashion Trends You Need Right Now for Your 2019 Summer Vacation

(Newswire.net -- May 15, 2019) -- The
good news about this summer’s style is
that it is still fairly relaxed, and the 90’s rebirth is still very much going strong. Think surfer vibes with a touch of glamour
when it comes to putting together your look. Here are some top tips on what to look for.
Oversized hats are both stylish and protect you from the sun
Is there anything more instagrammable than an oversized hat? Possibly not. There is nothing that quite says holiday
like a huge sun hat. You can channel your inner hollywood icon and give yourself an air of mysteriousness and
glamour. Of course as an added benefit you are also protecting your face neck and shoulders from harmful sun rays
and sunburn - red and white burnt tan lines are definitely not ‘in’ this summer.
Now the only trick is how to get said hat to your holiday destination without it being crushed by your airline, or sat on by
your cat.
Tie dye is back, but with more elegance
Channel your inner hippy surfer and embrace the tie dye. It is revamped in a big way this year, and not just with tshirts. There are some really sweet flowing dresses, cute denim shorts and long vests out there that look less skater
and more beach goddess.
There are even some amazing tie dye sneakers out there. Complete the look with beachy accessories like shells and
beads.
Neon is not just for ravers
If you’re going to go green, go neon green. Or pink. Or yellow. Neon is big this year due to a growing interest in cyber
punk. This will really make you stand out from the crowd. The brighter the better, and accessorised with white or black
these colours look fantastic in brilliant sunshine. Try and look for things in different fabrics, like lace and satin.
Puffed shoulders give summer dresses a feminine look
Bold shoulders are nothing new, but what is a bit different this year is that the look is a lot softer than your typical power
suit shoulder pads of the 90s. These puffed shoulders are rounder, and a little on the romantic side which makes them
much nicer with floaty dresses with square or sweetheart necklines, and pretty florals for the full southern belle look.
There is always room for sequins
Sequins are simply the best. They can switch you from normal to party in about 3 seconds. And with this years glorious
camp theme at the Met Gala, sequins were the order of the day, so expect to see a lot more sequins this summer.
Sequin dresses and skirts are great for the evening, but there is plenty of room for daytime sequins too. Think floaty
pastel kaftans with giant sequins that sparkle by the pool.
Tie your swimwear up in knots
The main style this year for swimwear is block simple colours, but with clever detail and shaping added through the

adding of knots and bows that artfully reveal patches of skin while still keeping everything in place to save your
modesty and dignity.
Ties and ribbons and bows are prevalent across all clothing this year, but it’s the detailing in the swimwear where is
really comes into its own.
So get shopping now, there are some great bargains to be found online with the help of Buyviu.us where you can see
all the brands side by side quickly and easily.
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